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Abstract
The flowfield associated with the interaction of stator blade row with inlet vortical
disturbances due to upstream moving wakes is calculated. Clebsch's transformation is used to
write the velocity field as the sum of an irrotational and a rotational part. The disturbance
flow is assumed to be small compared to the steady background flowfield in the absence of the
unsteady inlet disturbances. This assumption allowed the governing flow equations to be
linearized about the steady background flow. The linearization led to simplified linearized
equations that govern the unsteady disturbance flowfield. These linearized equations are
spatially and temporally discretized using finite volume methods and four-stage Runge-Kutta
time-integration. Numerical calculations of unsteady disturbance flow are carried out in a two-
and three-dimensional rectilinear stator blade passages with the prescription of upstream
moving wakes along the inlet boundary. These numerical computations served to illustrate the
use of the approach taken in this thesis for calculating the unsteady disturbance flow in stator
blade passages in the presence of upstream moving wakes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
Turbomachinery blades can encounter induced and/or forced vibrations due to unsteady
aerodynamic forces associated with blade row interactions. Structural failure of blades can
occur when the frequencies of these vibrations are close to the structure's natural frequency.
In this study a stator blade row interacting with upstream moving wake is
investigated. Flow calculations are conducted with wakes moving relative to stator blade
passages. Theses moving wakes are shed from upstream rotor blades. The computations are
done on two- and three-dimensional rectilinear blade geometry.
The background (mean) flow is defined as the flow in stator in the absence of inlet
moving wakes. This flow is steady, and assumed to be inviscid, incompressible and
irrotational. The unsteady flow is the flow in stator in the presence of inlet moving wakes.
Thus, the disturbance flow is the flow obtained from substracting the steady flow from the
unsteady flow, and it is unsteady. For this study, the disturbance flow is assumed to be small
compared to the steady mean flow.
1.2 Literature Review
For the past decade or so, published papers on unsteady flow in turbomachinary blades
are extensive. A review of the relevant papers pertaining to wake interacting with upstream
rotor or stator blades are mentioned in here. Hodson [1984], Hall [1987, 1989], Verdon [1990] and
Giles [1987, 1991], Valkov [1992] investigated these interactions in blade passages. Hall and
Verdon linearized the governing fluid equations with the assumption that the unsteady
disturbance flow is small relative to the mean flow; they also employed the splitting of the
velocity field into an irrotational and a rotational part. Hodson, Giles and Valkov solved the
unsteady flow problem using unsteady flow equations.
1.3 Technical Objective
The overall technical objective is to examine unsteady flow phenomena in stator blade
passages subjected to upstream moving wakes.
1.4 Technical Approaches
Clebsch's transformation is used to represent the velocity as the sum of an irrotational
and a rotational part. With the disturbance flow asssumed to be small compared to the steady
background flow, the governing flow equations can therefore be linearized about the steady
mean flow.
1.5 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follow. Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical approach to
solve the problem of interest. Clebsch's formulation of the velocity equation and linearization
of the governing flow equations are presented. The relevant equations for solving the
disturbance flowfield are derived. The analytical formulae for prescribing inlet moving wakes
is also described in this chapter.
Chapter 3 presents the numerical procedures for solving the linearized equations
derived in Chapter 2. The procedures include those for solving the convective and Poisson
equation with the appropriate boundary conditions. In addition, equations for solving the flow
variables such as disturbance flowfields and vorticity fields are derived. The equations for
obtaining static pressure coefficients on blade surfaces are also derived.
Chapter 4 discusses the numerical results obtained for the two- and three-dimensional
blade geometry.
The results are summarized in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Problem of Study
The use of the Clebsch's transformation and the linearization of the governing
disturbance flow equations are presented here. The analytical formulae for prescribing inlet
moving wakes are also described.
2.1 Problem Definition
Clebsch's transformation [Rowe 1966, Hawthorne 1967 and 1977, Tan 1991 and 1992] is
utilized to represent the unsteady velocity vector as the sum of an irrotational and a rotational
part, written as
V = V + G(VT, (2.1)
where a and T are scalar quantities. On the RHS (right hand side) of equation (2.1), the first
term is the irrotational part, and the second term is the rotational part.
With the assumption that the disturbance flow is small compared to the background
flow, the disturbance flow is linearized about the background flow. The unsteady velocity
vector, the unsteady velocity potential, and the above two scalar quantities are rewritten as
the sum of a mean and a disturbance part.
V + V (2.2a)
= + (2.2b)
a = + (2.2c)
T = T +
The unsteady, incompressible Euler's equation with no body forces can be written in
rotational form [Fox and McDonald, 19851 as
=V(Pt (2.3)
The unsteady total pressure can also be rewritten as the sum of a mean part and a disturbance
part as
Pt = + Pt (2.4)
P P P
The unsteady vorticity vector, C) , is defined as
=Vx . (2.5)
Upon expanding equation (2.5) and rewriting in terms of (4, 4, T, , , ) using equations
(2.2) and (2.1), we obtain
@ = Vx(V + aVt + Vi) . (2.6)
Noting that for any potential 4,
V x V E 0, (2.7)
for any scalar p and X,
V x ( Vji) = V x V g, (2.8)
and eliminating the last term, which is a second-order term, on the RHS of equation (2.6), the
vorticity equation becomes
(2.9)CO = (V? x VT) + (v X x ) + (v6 x vi).
(2.2d)
t +( x a)
The terms in the Euler's equation (2.3) can now be fully expanded in terms of
(7I, 4, , , &, T, ). The first term on the LHS (left hand side) of equation (2.3) is
expanded by using equations (2.1) and (2.2) to give
-t a7 ( v + V + UVT + + 6V + Vi). (2.10)
Since the background flow is steady, the first and third term on the RHS of the
discarded. These two terms do not vary with time, t. The last term on the
discarded since it is a second-order term. With these, equation (2.10) is reduced to
at -at + ui + GV
equation are
RHS is also
(2.11)
The last two terms on the RHS of equation (2.11) can be further expanded using the following
relation for any scalar L and X,
a
at (g) = V &t) + VgSat
ax
at at' (2.12)
which gives
at (Uat
TVe G )
+ Vi
at
+ VT
at
at
- Va
at (2.13)
With the assumption that the mean flow is steady, the scalar quantities (U, i) do not vary
with time. The derivatives of these quantities with respect to time are set to zero. Equation
(2.13) is further reduced to
(2.14)S atV~ + V - V t + ViT
at at (at at at
Using equations (2.2a) and (2.9), the second term on the LHS of Euler's equation (2.3)
becomes
[(VU x Vt) + (Vd x Vi) + (Va x VT)]. (2.15)
Expansion of equation (2.15) leads to
x to = V * Vt)Vu - (V
+ (* Vi) v- (
+ (. vt)va - (
* VVI
* V6)t
(2.16)
Upon neglecting second-order terms, equation (2.16) is reduced to
(V vT )vU -
+(V. Vi)V - (. Vu V + ( * vt)vo* Vt Vo
* VU)VT
* Vo) V
(2.17)
Rewriting the Euler's equation (2.3) by using equations (2.4), (2.14) and (2.17), we obtain
at at
at~ at
* VT ) v
* VU) Vt
* Vi) Vu
o Vo)VI
- ( . V )Vi +
=Ct= V ( Pt ~+ -+p at +0 at (2.18)
Following Lamb's discussion on the Clebsch's transformation [Lamb, 1932], the RHS terms in
equation (2.18) can be assigned as follows:
= --t (2.19a)
- Pt
p
a at
at + at,
(2.19b)
Vxo-=
(V. ) VT+ (V
* Vt) VU + (
V *V ) (V
( *
* ) VT + ( V )-
SB)VI + ( V . -
*V) Vt + ( V Vt )
From equation (2.19a) the scalar quantity, U, represents the mean total pressure. Substituting
equation (2.19) into equation (2.18) and re-arranging terms, the Euler's equation in terms of the
Clebsch's variables is written as
-[(. vi() + v() + V.Vi) +
-(V. V + V -)- ]e = 0. (2.20)
The linearized equations describing the convection of (U, a, T, ) are obtained from
equation (2.20). The last two terms on the LHS of equation (2.20) give the convective equations
for o and t:
V V ) = 0 (2.21)
(V . - 1 = 0 (2.22)
Using equations (2.21), (2.22) and the remaining terms in equation (2.20), two additional
equations can be obtained; these are the convetive equations for a and t:
- + ( t + V- 0 V 1 0 (2.23)
at +  V V)a + v 0 V = 0 (2.24)
With the assumption that the mean flow is steady, inviscid and irrotational, the mean
total pressure is uniform throughout the flowfield [Kuethe and Chow, 1986]. Thus, the gradient
of the mean total pressure is zero; that is
VU = 0. (2.25)
This assumption allows the linearized Euler equation (2.20) to be considerably simplified to
- + V + .V ) - 1] V =0 (2.26)
Then, from equation (2.26) the equations describing the convection of a and T are
V V - 1 = 0 (2.27)
- (V. )a = 0. (2.28)
The scalar quantity, T, is the classical fluid particle drift time [Lighthill, 1956, and
Hawthorne, 1966]. The scalar quantity, EC, is now represented by the sum of the disturbance
total pressure and the temporal variation of the disturbance potential. This is written as
t + (2.29)
p at
For computational purposes, the temporal variation of the scalar quantity, T, is added to
equation (2.27) and time-stepping is applied for obtaining the steady solution. Thus, equation
(2.27) can be rewritten as
S +  V 1. (2.30)
To rewrite equations (2.28) and (2.30) in a more compact form, a convective operator
D/Dt is defined as
D a
T t + ( V (2.31)
Then, equations (2.28) and (2.30) become
Dt
= 1 (2.32)
Dt
D 0. (2.33)
Dt
Using equation (2.25), the vorticity equation (2.9) now contains only the contribution
from the disturbance flow; that is
CO = Va x VT (2.34)
The equations describing the mean and disturbance velocity potential are obtained as
follow. Upon substituting equation (2.2) into equation (2.1), discarding second-order terms, and
collecting terms for the steady mean and unsteady disturbance potential, we have
V = v - uVt (2.35)
VO = V - (Uiv + oVI) (2.36)
Upon taking the divergence of equations (2.35) and (2.36) and using the conservation of mass,
the above two equations are reduced to
V2 = - V (UVt) (2.37)
V2 = -V ( vi + Cvt) (2.38)
However, note that the first term on the RHS of equation (2.38) can be absorbed into the term on
the LHS without any loss of generality; this gives
V 2  = - V * (o t) (2.39)
Finally, the remaining tasks are to solve equations (2.32), (2.33) and (2.39) to obtain
(5, G, 4). Then, these quantities are substituted into
V = VO + l(Vw (2.40)
to obtain the resulting disturbance flowfield due to the inlet moving wakes. The numerical
discretization of equations (2.32), (2.33), (2.39) and (2.40) are detailed in Chapter 3.
2.2 Formulations of Inlet Vortical Disturbances
The inlet moving wakes used in the two- and three-dimensional case studies are
formulated in this section. For the two-dimensional case, the inlet moving wakes contain only
the x-component of velocity, U,. This velocity component varies with time and in the y-
direction; that is Uw= Uw(y,t). Dimensionless parameters for describing the inlet wakes are
shown below. The wake thickness, 8", is defined as a percent of the blade spacing, S. This
thickness is described as the distance between two locations where U, is at its minimum. The
velocity defect is defined as the maximum value of U,.
U 2.0 Rotor Velocity
S 0.40 Blade Spacing
6* 10% Wake Thickness
6* 0.05 Velocity Defect
Table 1: Wake parameters for two-dimensional pase.
The prescribed wake moves along the y-axis. The lower corner of the inlet boundary is defined
as the reference point, Yref, for the wake's movement along the y-axis. The position of the
wake's center (at any time t) along the y-axis is determined from
Yw(t) = U t. (2.41)
The spatial periodicity, Pw, of the wake is obtained from
Pw - w- s (2.42)
where E [ ] is the integer part of the quantity inside the brackets. The locations of two wakes'
centers in the spatial periodicity needs to be determined. The location of the lower and upper
wake's center are found from
Yl = S P,; YU = S(1 + Pw)" (2.43)
The wake regions for the lower and upper wake are determined from
8yu Yu
min 2
6*
min 2
8*
YUma
x 2 Y
max
5^
i + - 2
For each wake, the velocity distribution between the wake's center and the locations
( , - ) are
2 2
described by
= sin IYpos
=si yos
Ypos = Y(IMIN,j) - Yref
is the distance along the inlet boundary between the y-location of interest, Y(IMIN,j)' and the
reference y-location denoted as Yref
When Ypos is within the bounds set by equation (2.44a), the x-component of wake's
velocity is
U, (y, t) = g D
\,2
1 (2.47a)
However, when ypos is within the bounds set by equation (2.44b), the x-component of the
wake's velocity is
U, (y, t) = D
12
(2.47b)
1].
(2.44a)
(2.44b)
D 8
D 8*
yuI)
" 71 ,
where
(2.45a)
(2.45b)
(2.46)
For all other values of Ypos not located within the bounds of equations (2.44a) and (2.44b), the
x-component of the wake's velocity is set to zero.
For the three-dimensional case, the wake has only the x-component of velocity. This
velocity component has both a variation in the y- and z-direction and in time; that is
U,= Uw(y,z,t). The dimensionless wake parameters used for the three-dimensional case are
shown below. The procedures for obtaining the wake's velocity along the inlet boundary are as
follow. First, compute the wake's velocity along the y-direction at z=0 using the equations
established for the two-dimensional case. These equations are (2.47a) and (2.47b) with the
bounds given by equations (2.44a) and (2.44b). Then, impose a z-variation of the wake along the
span of the blade, L.
U 2.0 Rotor Velocity
S 0.40 Blade Spacing
* 15% Wake Thickness
0* 0.05 Velocity Defect
L 1.0 Span of Blade
f -0.02 Shear Defect
Table 2: Wake parameters for three-dimensional case.
To include the z-variation of the wake's x-component of velocity, a shear defect is added to the
already determined wake structure for the two-dimensional case. At each z-location of
interest, z(IMIN,j,k)' along the inlet boundary, the x-component of velocity is defined by
U (y, zt) = +Uw ( t)2-D cas e  ZPs (2.48)
where
Zpos = Z(IMIN,j,k) - Zref . (2.49)
Refering to Figure 8, zref is any z-location along the bottom side of the inlet boundary. Since
each blade span from z=0 to z=1, Zref is set zero.
Chapter 3
Numerical Formulations
of the Problem
The locations of flow variables in the computational domain are discussed. The
numerical techniques for solving the convective and Poisson equation are presented. Numerical
procedures for obtaining the disturbance flowfields, disturbance vorticity fields, and pressure
coefficients are also shown in this chapter.
3.1 Cell Locations of Flow Variables
In the three-dimensional case, the steady background velocity components (Tu, V, ;)
and the cell's geometries (x, y, z) are defined at cell nodes. The x- and y-component of the
velocity is from a two-dimensional velocity field. The z-component of the velocity is set to zero
throughout the flowfield. The two- and three-dimensional coordinates systems used in this
study are shown in Figures 1 and 6, repectively. The two-dimensional velocity field is obtained
from Valkov [1992] which were generated using the PCPANNEL code by McFarland [1984].
The cell-centered values of the velocity flowfield and cell geometries are obtained
using an averaging of the eight nodal values of each cell in the three-dimensional case and the
four nodal values of each cell in the two-dimensional case. The variables of interest
1, 6, i, ) and the disturbance flowfield (i , iv, ) are also defined at cell centers.
The mean and unsteady pressure coefficients ( , C ) are defined at wall surfaces.
These coefficients are obtained from extrapolating the centre values of cells along the wall
surfaces to the appropriate wall locations.
3.2 Convective Equation
The equations describing the convection of (a, T) were derived in Chapter 2. In this
section, the numerical formulations of these equations are discussed. The spatial discretization
of the three- and two-dimensional convective equations is detailed in Appendix II-A and I-A,
respectively. These numerical formulations involve the computation of facial fluxes, the steps
of time-integration, the inclusion of artifical smoothing, and the specification of boundary
conditions.
3.2.1 Fluxes
Referring to Appendix I-A and II-B, the spatially discretized convetive equation
requires the computation of the fluxes denoted by F, H, G (x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively).
These fluxes are defined at cell centers. The fluxes at cell faces (three-dimensional case) or
vertices (two-dimensional case) are computed from an area-weighted averaging [Turkel, 1985]
of two fluxes on either side of the face or vertex. In the three-dimensional case, for example,
the right facial fluxes are (see Figure 7 for the notations of the cell faces)
FRT = a Fi+l,j,k + (1 - a)Fi,j,k (3.1)
GRT = a Gi + l,j,k + (1 - a)G i , j ,k (3.2)
HRT = a Hi+l,j,k + (1 - )Hi,j, k  (3.3)
where
a = (3.4)
L1 + L2
L1 is defined as the distance between the cell center at (i, j, k) and the center of its right face.
L2 is defined as the distance between the cell center at (i+1, j, k) and the center of its left face.
However, in the two-dimensional case, referring to Figure 2 for the notations of the cell
faces, L 1 is defined as the distance between the cell center at (i, j) and the center of its right
vertex, and L2 is defined as the distance between the cell center at (i+1, j) and the center of its
left vertex. The subscripts (i, j, k) and (i+1, j, k) in equations (3.1) and (3.2) are replaced by (i, j)
and (i+1, j), respectively. Obviously, the third component of flux in equation (3.3) is discarded
for the two-dimensional case.
3.2.2 Time-Integration
The time-integration employed for the temporal discretization of the convective
equation is the four-stage Runge-kutta scheme [Jameson, 1981]. The following stages must be
performed at each (i, j, k) Icoation for the three-dimensional case or at each (i, j) location for
the two-dimensional case in order to update an arbitrary variable denoted by G. The current
time-step is denoted by the superscript (n), and the next time-step is denoted by the superscript
(n+1).
00 = ®n
01 = -) a- ( *AtJ[r,(o)]
02 = 00 - at A
0 = 0 - a (X* At[R(2 (3.5)
= E0 - AKJ[R( e3
0 n+1 = 4 ,
where V is the cell volume, At is the global time-step, and X* is the Courant number [Jameson,
1981] set by stability analysis to be 2 r-. The coefficients a , OU2 , and a 3 are chosen to be
1/4, 1/3, and 1/2, respectively [Allmaras, 1985]. In the two-dimensional case, the cell volume,
V, in equation (3.5) needs to be replaced by the cell area, 0.
For the three-dimensional case, at each (i, j, k) location, the residual, R(0) is defined
as
TP
R(0) = [F(E) Ax + G(0) A + H(0) Az] - W(0) + Q (3.6)
f=FT f
The artificial viscosity or smoothing, W (0), is discussed in the next section. The facial areas
(A x , Ay, Az ) are defined in Appendix II-C.
For the two-dimensional case, at each (i, j) location, the residual is reduced to
LT
R(e) = [F(O) Ay - G(O) Ax] - W(O) + Q (3.7)
f=BT f
The terms Ax and Ay are defined in Appendix I-C. For both the two- and three-dimensional
case, Q=1 when solving for ', and Q=0 when solving for 6.
3.2.3 Artificial smoothing
The artificial smoothing term [Allmaras, 1985], W (9), in the three-dimensional case
is defined as
W (0) = vD(2) - D( 4)  (3.8)
where D(2) and D(4) are the second-order and fourth-order smoothing terms, respectively. v 2
is a defined constant coefficient. Throughout this study, inviscid flow solutions are of concern;
so, D( 2 ) term is ignored since no shock is present in the solutions. The fourth-order smoothing,
D(4), is defined as
D (4) TP E) TP v (3-9)
f=FT Atf'=FT
where 8f (k) is the first difference of the quantity X (an arbitrary variable) across a face
(denoted by f).
f() = X+ - X_ (3.10)
This is the smoothing flux across the face. It is evaluated at faces so that the smoothing is
conservative. Its value at a particular face is taken as an average of the two cells on either side
of the face. The term ( 4 ) is a switch, for example (for the right face),
RT(4) = max(0, V4), (3.11)
where V4 is a user-controllable value set between 0.001 and 0.01. In the three-dimensional case
study, v 4 is set to 0.005.
The evaluation of W (0) in equation (3.7) is only performed at the first stage (n=O) of
the time-integration and frozen throughout the remaining stages of integration. This is to
render the calculation of the smoothing terms less computationally-intensive. Using equation
(3.11) we take the switch, 8[I, out of the summation in equation (3.9). The fourth-order
smoothing term then gives
D = v4  TP V ff[(< 6 f , (T). (3.12)
f=FT f= FT
The terms (- and ( V are evaluated as averages of the values in the two cells at
either side of the face of interest (denoted by f or f').
In the two-dimensional case, the artificial viscocity is also computed from equation
(3.12), but V must be replaced by Q, and the summation is around four vertices (RT to LT) of
each cell. The smoothing constant, V4 is set to 0.009. The smoothing flux, defined in equation
(3.10), is now calculated across vertices of the two-dimensional cells. The averagings in
equation (3.12) are also performed across vertices.
Since the solutions need to be time-accurate, no local time-stepping can be applied. A
chosen global time step, At, is utilized throughout. The maximum global time step can be
easily obtained by first computing the local time steps for each cell and then choose the
maximum value. The maximum global time step can also be determined by trial-and-error or
more precisely by solving an eigenvalue problem. The local time steps are determined by:
At x  Aty = -- ; At z = (3.13)
U V 1/
Note that the local time-steps approach infinity as (u, v, W) approach zero. In this study,
At is set to 1/1000 in the two-dimensional case and 1/100 in the three-dimensional case. The
choice of time step is dictated by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. This is the
conditional stability requirement set on the time step and the spacings of the mesh [Anderson,
1984].
3.2.4 Boundary Conditions
The necessary boundary conditions for solving the convective equation are detailed
below for both the two- and three-dimensional case.
3.2.4.1 Two-dimensional case
The computational domain is set to be a passage between two stator blade surfaces.
Referring to Figure 4, the lower and upper boundary are composed of wall surfaces (blades) and
periodic boundary surfaces. The inlet boundary is the left side of the domain, and the outlet
boundary is the right side of the domain.
The leftmost cells are used to implement the inlet boundary condition, and the
rightmost cells are used to implement the outlet boundary condition. Dummy cells are defined
along wall surfaces as a computational convenience to implement wall conditions. Upper and
lower periodic extension of the blade passage along the y-axis allows the implementation of
the periodic boundary conditions.
In solving the convective equation (I.A.1) with Q=1, an inlet initial condition needs to
be prescribed at the inlet of the computational domain. Note that E needs to be replaced by T.
For the study of the two-dimensional problem, the inlet condition is set to be uniform along the
inlet column of the computational domain.
OINLET =  IMIN,j = CONSTANT (3.14)
However, in solving the convective equation with Q=O, the inlet boundary condition is set by
OINLET =  IMIN,j = (c + V ) I MI N , j  (3.15)
Note that 0 needs to be replaced by o. This inlet condition varies at each time-step since the
disturbance velocity components (u, v) are involved in equation (3.15).
The outlet boundary condition is obtained from extrapolating the values of the interior
cells of the computational domain to the outlet boundary cells, using
OUTLET = IMAX,j = 2 IMAX_,j - IMAX-2,j (3.16)
The periodic boundary conditions are defined for the lower and upper boundary of the
domain as
(lower periodic i,JMIN-1 i,JMAX
Oupper periodic - i,JMAX+ 1 = i,JMIN (3.17)
The wall boundary conditions are defined for the lower and upper boundary of the
domain as
lower wall i,JMIN- 1  i,JMIN
(3.18)
upper wall i,JMAX+ 1 i,JMAX
To insure that there are no fluxes through wall surfaces, the steady background velocity
components along the wall surfaces are reflected about the walls and then assigned to the
dummy cells. This will enforce the no flux condition across wall surfaces.
The velocity components for the dummy cells along the wall surfaces are determined as
follow. The wall angle is first determined by
wall = tan- l (3.19)
where (Ax, Ay) are obtained from the wall face. The velocity components in the wall
surface coordinates (the t-axis is pointing toward the right and tangent to the wall, and the n-
axis is normal to and pointing away from the wall surface) are
Ut = U COS Owall + V Sin Owall
Un = -U sin 9 wall + v cos Owall (3.20)
Again, in the wall surface coordinates, the normal component of the velocity, Un, is reflected
from the wall surface to give
Un, = -U n  (3.21)
Now, with the two components of velocity from first equation of (3.20) and equation (3.21), we
must transform these two components back into the x-y coordinates of the computational domain
using
U'= Ut COS Owall - Un' sin 0wall
v' = Ut sin Owall + Un , COS Owall. (3.22)
These velocity components from equation (3.22) are assigned to dummy cells along the wall
surfaces. On the periodic boundaries, the steady background velocity components are defined by
equation (3.17) and replacing 0 with U and 7.
3.2.4.2 Three-dimensional case
The computational domain is set to be a passage between two stator blade surfaces.
Referring to Figure 8, the lower and upper boundary are composed of flat walls. The front and
back boundary are composed of wall surfaces (blades) and periodic boundaries. The left
boundary is the inlet boundary, and the right boundary is the outlet boundary.
The column of cells lying along the inlet boundary are used to implement the inlet
boundary condition, and those lying along the outlet boundary are used for implementing the
outlet boundary condition. Dummy cells are defined along wall surfaces for allowing the
implementation of wall boundary conditions. Periodic extension of the blade passage along the
y-axis allows the periodic boundary conditions to be implemented.
In solving the three-dimensional convective equation (II.A.3), the inlet boundary
condition only needs to be prescribed. When solving for t (Q=1), the inlet condition is set to be
uniform throughout the inlet boundary. Note that 0 needs to be replaced by T.
GINLET = 0 IMIN,j,k = CONSTANT (3.23)
When solving for c (Q=O), the inlet boundary condition is set by
GINLET = 0 IMIN,j,k = (U + 7V + W)IMIN,j,k, (3.24)
and we need to replace 0 with &. The disturbance velocity components (u, , w) are
prescribed at the inlet; they are from the inlet moving wakes. The inlet boundary condition
varies at each time-step since unsteady velocity components are involved.
The outlet boundary condition is obtained from an extrapolation of the values at the
interior cells of the computational domain to the outlet boundary cells, using
0 OUTLET = IMAX,j,k = 2 IMAX-1,j,k- IMAX-2,j,k (3.25)
The periodic boundary conditions of the front and back periodic boundaries are defined
by
Ofront periodic i,JMIN-1,k i,JMAX,k
Oback periodic =  i,JMAX+l,k =  i,JMIN,k (3.26)
The wall boundary conditions of the front, back, top, and bottom computational
boundaries are set by
front wall = i,JMIN-l,k = i,JMAX,k
0 back wall = i,JMAX+l,k (i,JMIN,k
topwall i,j,KMAX+l1 i,j,KMIN
Obottom wall = i,j,KMIN-1 = 0 i,j,KMAX (3.27)
To insure that there is no flow across wall surfaces, the net flux across the wall surfaces
must be zero. Dummy cells are setup along walls surfaces for computational convenience. These
dummy cells contain velocity components that will insure the condition of no net flux across wall
surfaces. The procedures for computing these velocity components are detailed in section
(3.2.4.1). The derivations in that section are still useful because there is no z-component of
velocity, and the wall surfaces are still only two-dimensional geometries.
3.3 Poisson Equation
The spatial discretization of the three- and two-dimensional Poisson equation is
discussed in Appendix II-B and I-B, respectively. This Poisson equation was derived in
Chapter 2. To solve the discretized equation for the disturbance velocity potential, an
iterative method called successive-over-relaxation (SOR) is used. This method is discussed in
the first section. The second section discusses the necessary boundary conditions for solving the
Poisson equation.
3.3.1 Successive-over-relaxation
The method of SOR is an iterative method, and it is a slight modification of the Gauss-
Seidel method [Chapra and Canale, 1988]. A relaxation factor, K, is included to enhance
convergence. The relaxation factor is set between 1.0 and 2.0; the exact number is set by looking
at the eigenvalue problem of interest. In this study, this factor is set to 1.20 by trial-and-error.
In the two-dimensional case, there are nine cells contributing to the cell at each (i, j)
location. Their influence is only geometrical as it is shown in Appendix I-B. All the COEF n
(n=1 to 9) contain only cell metrics.
-* _
COEF 1 iO+~,j-l + COEF 2  i,j-1 + COEF 3 i-,j-1 + COEF 4 Oi+1,j +
COEF i-,j + COEF 7 Oi+1,j+ + COEF 8 1 i,j+1 + COEF 9 i-1,j+±
(3.28)
The new estimate, without any relaxation, is computed from
~TEMP = - 1- (* + d B c + Q j) (3.29)
,3j COEF i,j ,j '
where Qi,j is the value of the source terms in (I.B.9) . For a cell vertex that is of the Neumann
type boundary condition, the derivatives in (I.B.4) corresponding to that vertex are not
spatially discretized. These non-discretized derivatives are contained in dF,>. The
difference between the new estimate and the old value is determined from
DIFF = TEP - (3.30)
The difference given by equation (3.30) is multiplied by the relaxation factor, K, which intends
to improve the new estimate, and is added to the old value to obtain the final estimate.
new d + K DIFF (3.31)
Once computed, the final estimate immediately replaces the old one.
In the three-dimensional case, there are nineteen cells contributing to the cell at each
(i, j, k) location. All the COEF n (n=1 to 19) contain only cell metrics, and they are derived in
Appendix II-B. Equation (3.28) is replaced by the more complicated equation,
i,j,k = COEF 1 Pi,j-l,k-1 + COEF 2 Pi+l,j-l,k + COEF 3 Oi,j-l,k+l +
COEF 4 Pi-1,j-1,k + COEF5 li,j-1,k + COEF6 Oi,j,k-1 +
COEF 7 Oi+l,j,k-1 + COEF 8 Pi+1,j,k + COEF 9 Oi+1,j,k+1 +
COEF 1 0 Oi,j,k+l + COEF 1 1 Oi-l,j,k+1 + COEF 1 2 Oi-l,j,k +
COEF 1 3 i-1,j,k-1 + COEF 1 5 Oi,j+l,k-1 + COEF 1 6 Oi+l,j+l,k +
COEF 1 7 Oi,j+l,k+l + COEF 1 8 Oi-l,j+l,k + COEF 1 9 0i,j+1,k (3.32)
The subscripts (i, j) in equations (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) are replaced by (i, j, k). COEF 5 is
-BC
replaced by COEF 1 4 in equation (3.29). The term d j , k (defined similarly as for the two-
dimensional case) is the value of the non-discretized terms in (II.B.3a), and Qi,j,k is the
value of the source terms in (II.B.3b).
3.3.2 Boundary conditions
To solve the Poisson equation, all boundary conditions must be defined. Boundary
conditions can either be of the Neumann or Dirichlet type. Neumann type boundary conditions
are implemented on computational boundary surfaces. Dirichlet type boundary conditions are
implemented at centers of cells defined for implementing boundary conditions.
From the discretization of the three-dimensional Poisson equation in (II.B.3), the
Neumann boundary conditions can be easily substituted into (II.B.3). Depending on which face
of the cell lies the Neumann boundary condition, the derivatives in (II.B.3) for that face are not
decomposed any further. Similarly for the two-dimensional Poisson equation shown in (I.B.4).
At the start of the iterative process, all 's in the computational domain are set to
zero. Then, the Neumann boundary conditions on the relevant cells' faces, f, are set by:
r = v~ - R (3.33)
4 at
The derivatives in equation (3.33) are decomposed using simple finite-differencing along the
cells' faces. All facial values are taken as the average of the values on the two cells on either
side of the face of interest.
In the three-dimensional case, 's at both the inlet and outlet boundary cells are not
included in the iterative process. Extrapolations are used to determine the inlet and outlet
cells' values after each time-step.
INLET = IMIN,j,k = 2 OIMIN+1,j,k - OIMIN+2,j,k
OOUTLET = OIMAX,j,k = 2 OIMAX-1,j,k - OIMAX-2,j,k (3.34)
The wall boundary cells for the hypothetical cells' values along the front, back, top, and
bottom wall surfaces are set by
Ofront wall = Oi,JMIN-l,k = Oi,JMIN,k
Oback wall = i,JMAX+1,k = Oi,JMAX,k
Otopwall = i,j,KMAX+1 = Oi,j,KMAX
Obottom wall = Oi,j,KMIN-1 = Oi,j,KMIN (3.35)
The periodic boundary cells' values for the front and back boundaries are set by
Ofront periodic = Oi,JMIN-l,k = Oi,JMAX,k
Oback periodic = Oi,JMAX+l,k = Oi,JMIN,k (3.36)
In the two-dimensional case, 's in the inlet and outlet boundary cells are not included
in the iterative process. At each time-step, extrapolation is used to determine the values of O's
at these cells' locations.
OINLET = OIMIN,j = 2 0IMIN+l,j - OIMIN+2,j
OOUTLET = OIMAX,j = 2 0 IMAX-1,j - OIMAX-2,j (3.37)
The hypothetical cell's values along the lower and upper wall surfaces are set by
lower wall = Oi,JMIN-1 = Oi,JMIN
(3.38)
Oupper wall = Oi,JMAX+l = 0i,JMAX
The periodic boundary cells are set by
(3.39)
Oupper periodic = Oi,JMAX+1 = Oi,JMIN
Neumann boundary conditions for the appropriate cells' vertices are also obtained from
equation (3.33). The last equation in equation (3.33) is discarded.
3.4 Disturbance Flowfield
The disturbance flowfield is utilized to visualize the propagation of the inlet vortical
disturbances. The disturbance flow equation is obtained from equation (2.40). Decompose
equation (2.40) into components in Cartesian coordinates.
u + GT ; v = + -- ; w = - + a - (3.40)
ax ax ay &y az az
The derivatives in equation (3.40) are decomposed using generalized coordinates transformation
[Anderson, Tannehill and Pletcher, 19841. The formulations of these transformations in two and
three dimensions are shown in Appendix III.
To insure that there is no net flux across wall surfaces, the disturbance velocity
components must also be defined on hypothetical cells along wall surfaces. The procedures for
determining these velocity components on the hypothetical cells are the same as for the steady
velocity components. The formulations outlined in section (3.2.4.1) apply to both the two- and
three-dimensional case. Note that in the three-dimensional case, the wall surfaces are still
two-dimensional geometries.
3.5 Disturbance Vorticity
Disturbance vorticity fields are determined to enhance the understanding of vorticity
convection through blade passages. The disturbance vorticity equation was derived in Chapter
2. Rewriting equation (2.28) in Cartesian components form, we obtain
Olower periodic =i,JMIN-1 = i,JMAX
a& at
0 =
z z ax
)z - ax ay
(3.41)
az ay
ax az
ay ax
In the two-dimensional case, only the z-component of the disturbance vorticity is of
interest. The derivatives involved in equation (3.41) are again decomposed using generalized
coordinates transformation; refer to Appendix III.
3.6 Pressure Coefficients
The steady static pressure coefficient (in the absence of wakes) can be derived from the
Bernouilli equation [Fox and McDonald, 1985]:
P~o + + + = P + - p  + + 2(3.42)
The steady static pressure coefficient is defined as
C =P- (3.43)
where
S p1 + v ). (3.44)
Note that the density, p, is constant everywhere in the flowfield since the background flow is
assumed incompressible. Equations (3.42) and (3.44) are substituted into equation (3.43); we
obtain the equation for the steady static pressure coefficient:
--2 -2 -2C = 1  u +v +wC-2 -2 (3.45)
S= -+ Vo + w
The unsteady static pressure coefficient can be derived using the unsteady Bernouilli
equation:
- 1 + ( UP, 2P u
-2 -2 )=
+ V"' + W'oo
+ P [ + )2 + 2 + + (3.46)
2 t-
Neglecting second-order terms, and rewriting equation (3.46) in the form of equation (3.43), we
obtain
(G2
C = 1 -
+ v2 + 2) + ( + + _)+
-2 -2 -2
uO + V 0 + W0o
For the two-dimensional case, all the z-components of velocities are discarded in equations
(3.45) and (3.47).
3.7 Numerical Procedures for Solving the Problem
The procedures leading to the computation of the disturbance flowfields, disturbance
vorticity fields, and pressure coefficients are detailed in this section. The disturbance
flowfields are determined from the following steps:
D'(1) Solve the first convective equation (2.32), - 1, for the drift times, T.
Dt
This equation is solved only once for a given background flowfield. Time-
stepping is applied until a steady solution is obtained.
convected by the background flow.
Then, at each time-step the following calculations are performed:
(2) Prescribe inlet moving wakes at the inflow boundary.
The drift times are
(3) Solve the second convective equation (2.33), - = 0, for the disturbance
Dt
variable G. This disturbance variable is convected by the background flow.
(3.47)
(4) Solve the Poisson equation (2.39), V2 = -V * ( dVt), for the disturbance
velocity potential, using the values of ( from (3) and t from (1).
(5) Solve the disturbance velocity equation (2.40), V = V & + Vt, for the
disturbance flowfields. All unknowns are already determined from steps (1),
(3) and (4).
(6) Repeat steps (2) through (5) until a periodic solution for the disturbance
flowfield is attained.
Disturbance vorticity fields are easily obtained using equation (2.34) and solutions from
steps (1) and (3). Unsteady pressure coefficients on the blade surfaces are obtained using
equation (3.47) and solutions from steps (4) and (5).
Chapter 4
Numerical Results
Numerical results for the two- and three-dimensional rectilinear blade passages will
be presented here to illustrate the utility of the approach. Calculations based on the numerical
schemes of Chapter 3 are carried out for inlet moving wakes interacting with the two- and
three-dimensional rectilinear blade passages.
4.1 Two-Dimensional Blade Passage
For each Eppler blade passage, there are 90 by 59 grid nodes. This blade geometry is
chosen because of the available steady flowfield which were provided by Valkov [1992].
Figure 9 shows the two-dimensional grid for the Eppler blade passages. The numerical
computations are performed on a single blade passage with periodic boundaries that simulate
the spatial periodicity of the blades. The computational grid is generated using a simple
algebraic method.
The steady background flowfield used in the convection of (a , t) is shown in Figure 10.
For a given steady background flow, the steady drift times, t, are computed only once. Figure
11 shows the drift times through the two-dimensional blade passages. Drift times are
necessary for computing the disturbance flow variables as noted in the theoretical formulations
presented in Chapter 2. The sources of the oscillatory behavior in the drift times in the
neighborhood of the blade trailing edges are as yet undetermined at this time.
Upon prescribing the inlet moving wakes, the disturbance flowfields, the disturbance
vorticity contours, and the static pressure coefficients (from unsteady flow) on blade surfaces are
computed for one full period, To, of simulation. Results are collected at every one-fifth of the
period. One full period is defined as the time between the passage of two consecutive wakes.
The convection of inlet moving wakes through the blade passages are shown in Figures
12a to 12e. The figures show that the wakes are purely convected through the passages. In
addition, Figures 13a to 13e show that the vorticity in the wakes is also convected downstream.
As the wakes convect downstream, the vorticiy in the wakes remains within the wake regions.
The wakes are simply intercepted at the leading edges as they pass along the blades. These
results agree qualitatively well with those obtained by Valkov [1992]. The diffusion of
vorticity fields seen in Figures 13a to 13e is to be expected. The diffusion is due to the use of
artificial smoothing in the convective solvers. In addition, the noises seen in the vorticity
contours from three-quarter of blade chord to the outlet boundary may be attributed to the
oscillatory behavior of the drift times seen in Figure 11.
The effects of the moving wakes on the static pressure distribution are shown in Figures
15a to 15e. The differences betweeen the steady (shown in Figure 14) and the unsteady static
pressure coefficients are due to the presence of moving wakes along the blade surfaces.
However, the two-dimensional results show two problems. The first problem deals
with overshoots of disturbance flowfields. In Figures 12a to 12e of the disturbance flowfields,
the velocity vectors overshoot at the leading and trailing edges. The overshoots are most
apparent near the trailing edges on Figures 12a and 12e. This behavior is also observed in
Figures 15a to 15e of the unsteady static pressure coefficients. The overshoots near regions of
trailing edges may be due to the Kutta condition not been satisfied exactly at the trailing edges.
In this study, the Kutta condition is imposed by enforcing the pressures of the suction and
pressure side at the trailing edge to be the same. At the leading edges, the reason is probably
due the lack of grid resolution.
The second problem deals with the velocity vectors not been tangent to the blade
surfaces, especially at leading edge. This problem is attributed to the use of first-order
approximation in extrapolating computed flow variables from the centers of the cells along the
blade surfaces to the cell nodes on the blade surfaces.
Besides these two problems, the two-dimensional numerical study has elucidated the
use of Clebsch's tranformation for small unsteady disturbance flowfield.
4.2 Three-Dimensional Blade Passage
For each Eppler blade passage, there are 33 x 17 x 13 grid nodes. Figure 16 shows a cross-
section of the grid in the x-y plane at any z location along the span. Similar to the two-
dimensional case, the numerical computations are only performed through a single blade
passage. Periodic boundaries are used to impose the spatial periodicity of the blade passages.
The computational grid is first generated using a two-dimensional grid in the x-y plane. Then,
the grids are extended from z=0 to z=1.
The three-dimensional steady background flowfield in the x-y plane is shown in Figure
10. In this study, the background flowfield does not have the z-component of velocity. Due to
the two-dimensional flowfield and the use of flat endwalls at z=0 and z=1, any two-
dimensional cut in the x-y plane is essentially a two-dimensional solution of a two-dimensional
blade passage. The background flowfield is used for the convection of (a , t). The steady drift
times (at any x-y plane) used in solving the disturbance flow variables are shown in Figure 17.
No oscillatory behavior is observed in these drifts times. The discrepancy between these drift
times for the coarse grid (in x-y plane) and those of the two-dimensional case (in high
resolution grid) is odd and unexplainable at this time. One would expect a high resolution grid
to yied better results than a coarse grid, but the solutions appear to show otherwise.
In this simulation, disturbance vorticity contours are only collected at every one-half of
the period of simulation. To describe the convection of inlet moving wakes through the
passages, the x-, y- and z-component of vorticity fields are computed. Figures 18a to 18e show
the convection of the z-component of vorticity along the x-y plane at time T. These plots show
the vorticity fields at every quarter of the span. At time T + 0.5To, the vorticity contours are
shown in Figures 19a to 19e.
The convection of the y-component of vorticity is not shown in here because of their
relative small value. The y-components are due to the spanwise linear variation of the inlet
wakes. Since the spanwise variation is small (compared to the pitchwise variation), the
values of vorticity are an order of magnitude smaller than those of the z-components.
The x-component of vorticity are not shown in here since their values are extremely
small (it is two-order of magnitudes smaller than those of the z-components).
All these plots (Figures 18 and 19) show that vorticity is contained within the wake
regions as the wakes convect downstream of the passages. In addition, these wakes are purely
convected. These behaviors correspond to those obtained in the two-dimensional case.
Furthermore, The diffusion of vorticity fields is more easily observed here than in the two-
dimensional case. The use of extermely coarse grids have mainly led to excessive diffusion of
vorticity. In addition, the use of artificial smoothing in the convective solvers has also
contributed to some of the diffusion.
The effects of the moving wakes on the blade surfaces for every one-half of the period
of simulation are shown in Figures 21 and 22. These plots show the unsteady static pressure
coefficients at any location along the span of a blade. The differences between the unsteady
and steady (Figures 20) static pressure coefficients are due the presence of moving wakes along
the blade surfaces.
A time, T, of the simulation, the presence of all wakes on the pressure side of the blades
are not seen in Figure 21. Only the wake located at the leading edge is seen on the plot. This is
A time, T, of the simulation, the presence of all wakes on the pressure side of the blades
are not seen in Figure 21. Only the wake located at the leading edge is seen on the plot. This is
due to the excessive diffusion of vorticity in the wakes along the pressure sides of the blades as
the wakes convect downstream. However, at time T + 0.5To (Figure 22), all wakes are seen on
both the pressure and suction side of the blades, because the diffusion of vorticity is not as
severe here along the blade chord. The diffusion is due to the use of relatively coarse grids.
Note also that there is a sharp peak near the trailing edge on the plots of unsteady
static pressure coefficients. Again, this peak may be associated with the fact that the Kutta
condition is not satisfied exactly at the trailing edges.
In conclusion, the three-dimensional numerical study has demonstrated the use of the
approach taken in this thesis.
Chapter 5
Summary
An approach based on the Clebsch's transformation of the inviscid flow equations is
used to calculate the unsteady flowfield associated with the wake-stator interaction. In this
application, the unsteady disturbance flow is assumed to be small compared to the steady
background flow; this allowed the governing equations for the Clebsch's variables to be
linearized about the steady mean flow. These linearized equations are spatially and
temporally discretized using finite volume methods and four-stage Runge-Kutta time
integration. Since these fully-discretized equations are of the convective and Poisson type
equation, known numerical techniques can be applied to solve them. Computed results for the
interaction of a stator blade with upstream moving wakes are presented to illustrate the use of
the approach presented in this thesis.
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Appendix I
Finite Volume
Discretization of the
Two-Dimensional Problem
Appendix I-A
Convective Equation
The two-dimensional convective equation, derived in Chapter 2, in Cartesian
coordinates is written for an arbitrary variable, E, as
a- + a
at ax
+ V
ay (I.A.1)
Rewriting equation (I.A.1) in the conservative form and using the conservation of mass, we
obtain
ao aF aG
-a + - + = Q
at ax ay
F = EO
(I.A.2)
(I.A.3)G = V .
The convective equation is used to solve T and (, with Q=1 and Q=0, respectively.
Applying Green's theorem to equation (I.A.2) or integrating around a control volume [Fletcher,
1991], we obtain for each (i, j) location
ABCD
aE
- +It
aF aG Q
+ - dx dy = Aax ayj )ABCD
(I.A.4)
An approximation to equation (I.A.4) is given by
dO 1 LT
- + - ( F Ay
dt QABCD f=BT
- G Ax)
f
Q
fABCD
(I.A.5)
The computations of Ax, Ay and 0 are detailed in Appendix I-C.
Appendix I-B
Poisson Equation
The two-dimensional Poisson equation, derived in Chapter 2, in Cartesian coordinates
is written as
ax2
2  aa afl
2 x ax 0y 0y
(I.B.1)
Integrating the LHS of equation (I.B.1) over the area of the cell ABCD [Fletcher, 1991],
+2a3 xdy =
1 ABCDx2
ABCD (a
SR * T ds
ABCD
H e ids dy - dxax ay
Expanding equation (I.B.2) further using equation (I.B.3), we obtain
S] 1 yBT
ax
2
ax2
+ [
+ axLax.
[a , ABTy.. 2
-YRT 
_
1 i0y . 1.
+-,3
AXRT
AyTP -- AXT
yT2
2
(I.B.2)
(I.B.3)
+
ax
2 j 12 - [,j2 (I.B.4)AxLT
The derivatives in equations (I.B.4) are evaluated along the vertices of each cell. An
hypothetical cell is used to enclose each vertex. The derivatives at each cell vertex are
evaluated by integrating along the vertices of the hypothetical cell. For example, for the
bottom cell vertex (referring to Figure 5 for notations),
A'B'C'D' )J( a
dy = 1,,fP dy ,
1
dy = A'B'C' dx,
' B'C'D'
(I.B.5)
and
BT + RT TP - LTf '' dy =BT $BA1BT + OijAYBT + OAABT
A'B'C'D'
BT RT TP - LTSdx = i,j-1AXT + $B BT +BT + $A BT
A'B'C'D'
(I.B.6)
The computation of the geometrical data such as Ax, Ay, and f, are detailed in Appendix I-
C. All the other derivatives in equations (I.B.4) are decomposed similarly at the remaining
cell vertices.
The components of $ located on cell's nodes are decomposed using an averaging of the
values in the four surrounding cells. There are four such nodal components for each cell. These
components are
1
PA ij+ i-1,j
1
OB (.j + 1i+,j
C = + $i+1,j
+ ij-~1 + i-1,j-))
+ i,j-1 + $i+1,j-1
+ 1iji + $i+1,j+1
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2
0
2
+ i-1,j + 4 i,j+1 + i-1,j+1 )
By substituting equations (I.B.7) into equations (I.B.6) and collecting all terms with similar 's,
we obtain 9 types of 's multiplied by some geometrical coefficients, COEF n (n=1 to 9), for
each (i, j) location. These are:
(i+1, j-1)
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6+1, j+l)
Integrating the source terms on the RHS of equation (I.B.1) over the area of the cell
ABCD, we obtain
AB AyBT -
L 2
+BCa 1
Sax i+-,
/ j
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+ aDA j[ a 1
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AYTP - a 1
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AYLT - ,j
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The derivatives in equations (I.B.9) are decomposed similarly as equations (I.B.5).
example, consider the bottom cell vertex, we have
(I.B.9)
For
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Ca- x dy
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and
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f dx = Tj,k-1 BT BAXBT + j,kABT + tAABT
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Similar to equations (I.B.7), the components of T located on cell's nodes are decomposed using an
averaging of 4 surrounding cells. The values of a located on the cell vertices are obtained from
averaging the values of the two cells on either side of each vertex. These are:
1 ~
&AB = a +
aBC = i i+
aCD i,j +  i,j+l)
GDA 2 ij + i-,j (I.B.12)
Appendix I-C
Cell Metrics
I.C.1 Cell Vertices
Referring to Figure 2, the definitions of the subscripts or/and superscripts in the
variables Ax, Ay, and Q are as follow:
BT = BOTTOM VERTEX = AB
RT = RIGHT VERTEX = BC
TP = TOP VERTEX = CD
LT = LEFT VERTEX = DA (I.C.1)
When the variables Ax and Ay contain only a subscript, this subscript refers to the
vertex of the cell in question. For example, the variables with subscript BT means that
variable's value on the bottom vertex. When the variables contain one subscript and a
superscript, this means that the subscript defines the vertex enclosed by an hypothetical cell,
and the superscript defines the vertex of that hypothetical cell referred by the subscript.
The variable Q containing only a subscript refers to the hypothetical area enclosing
that specified cell vertex. For example, the variable with subscript BT means the
hypothetical area enclosing the bottom vertex.
The hypothetical cell is defined by four nodes computed from two cells that shared the
vertex of interest. For example, the hypothetical cell (A'B'C'D') enclosing the bottom vertex of
the cell (ABCD) located at (i,j) have the following nodes location:
XA = ([XA] ij- + XA])
XB = + i,j-1 [X]i,j2
X C, = XB + [X
XD' = (xA + [xD ], (I.C.2)
and similarly for the y's variables and for the other remaining hypothetical cells enclosing the
remaining vertices. Figure 3 shows the notations for the two-dimensional neighboring cells.
The variables Ax, and Ay , with subscripts, for each (i, j) location are defined in the
counter-clockwise direction as
AxBT = XB - XA
AxRT = X C - XB
AxTP = XD 
- XC
AxLT = XA - XD
The variables Ax, and Ay , w
defined for the bottom vertex as:
AxBT=BT = xB 
- XA
RTAxBT = XC , - X
Ax TP= x - X
Ax L T = X x
ABT xA D/
AYBT = YB - YA
AYRT = YC - YB
AYTP = YD - YC
AYLT = YA - YD. (I.C.3)
ith subscripts and superscripts, for each (i, j) location are
BT = YB'- YA'
ART =
AyBT = YC' - YB'
ATP
BT = YD' - YC'
AyT = A' - D' (I.C.4)
For other vertices, equations (I.C.2) must be redefined for each cell's vertex following the same
procedure. Then, the subscripts in equations (I.C.4) are replaced by the appropriate cell vertex
notation of interest (i.e. RT, TP and LT).
I.C.2 Cell Areas
The computation of each cell area at each (i, j) location is quite simple. For a general
quadrilateral, the area can be computed form the vector products of the quadrilateral's
diagonals [Fletcher, 1991] as
KABCD = jAC+ iBDI,2
XAC =C - XA
XBD = XD - XB
XA = XA + YAj
C = Xc + YC3
XB = XB1 + YBj
XD = XD + YD
Then, we have
ABCD = [(XC - )(Y - YB) - (Y - )(XD - XB)] (I.C.8)
which can be rewritten as
QABCD = [AXAC AYBD - AXBD AYAC ]. (I.C.9)
The areas of the hypothetical cells enclosing the cell vertices are computed in the similar way;
however, the x and y nodal values of the hypothetical cells must be defined as in equations
(I.C.2).
where
(I.C.5)
and
(I.C.6)
(I.C.7)
Appendix II
Finite Volume
Discretization of the
Three-Dimensional Problem
Appendix II-A
Convective Equation
The three-dimensional convective equation, derived in Chapter 2, in Cartesian
coordinates is written for an arbitrary variable, 0, as
DO
= Q (II.A.1)
Dt
D =a
- + V * V (II.A.2)
Dt at
ae ao ao ae
+ u - + V - + W = Q (II.A.3)
at ax ay az
Rewriting equation (II.A.3) in the conservative form and using the conversation of mass, we
obtain
aF
ax
aG aH
ay az
F = U O; G = V0; H = 97O
The convective equation is used to solve t and a, with Q=1 and Q=O, respectively.
(II.A.4)
(II.A.5)
Applying
Green's theorem to equation (II.A.4) or integrating around a control volume, we have for each
(i,j,k) location:
CV( at
cv
aF aG aH Q
+ + + - dx dy dz =
ax ay az j V (II.A.6)
An approximation to equation (II.A.6) is:
dO 1 Qe + FAX + +G A + HA = (II.A.7)
dt V Vf=FT f
The computations of Ax , Ay , Az and V at each (i, j, k) location are detailed in Appendix II-
C.
Appendix II-B
Poisson Equation
The three-dimensional Poisson equation, derived in Chapter 2, is rewritten here in the
expanded form using the Cartesian coordinates system as
+
2
+ K
0y 
+ 2
az2 a (II.B.1)
(II.B.1)
The above equation is discretized using a three-dimensional control volume surrounding each
computational node. A finite volume discretization is utilized to spatially discretize the
equation. In finite volume form the LHS of the above equation is represented as:
S+cv
CV
(II.B.2a)+ 2 dV
az 2)
and the RHS is represented by:
axCV
ax -i x C a) (II.B.2b)
Transforming the volume integral into an area integral along the control volume using Green's
theorem, the LHS yields
1
V f=FT
r a
Lkax A + A +x ay (II.B.3a)
a 2
ax 2
A,
az Z
-i
ax ( x
and the RHS yields
1 TP
1=FTV f=FT
+ A z
az z
f
(II.B.3b)a -XAx +) A
ax x y
The derivatives on the LHS of equation (II.B.3a) are further decomposed. For each
face, the derivatives are computed using an artificial volume enclosing that face. Consider the
front face denoted by (f=FT), the derivatives are decomposed as:
4 - = -1 § dy dz
A FT RT BK +
S ij-lkAx BCAfx + i,j,kAf +
V DAA T  ABAT  TP
f DA x ABAfx + CDAfx
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For the remaining faces, the derivatives are decomposed in the similar
components of located on the cell vertices of the volume (there are a total of
decomposed using an averaging of the four cells surrounding each vertex.
components are:
jk + 1
PAB i,j,k i,j-1,k i,j,k-1 +
(II.B.4)
fashion. The
12) are further
The first four
)
0 -f
1
= - vf dx dyVf
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1
1
ODA (ij,k + i,j-1,k + i-1,j,k + i-1j-1,k) (II.B.5)
The remaining 8 components are decomposed in the similar fashion. The computations of cells'
volumes and cell's face areas are detailed in Appendix II-C. Equations (II.B.5) are substituted
into equations (II.B.4).
For each (i, j, k) location there are 18 neighboring cells influencing that location. The
constant terms (a result of the spatial discretization) of 19 locations are reduced to the
following:
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1 TP
+ - ABK
4BKd
A B K
LTd  LTd
d=x,y,z
S( TPdATPd)
d=x,y,z
The derivatives in equation (II.B.3b) are further decomposed similarly as in equation
(II.B.3a) into the forms shown in equations (II.B.4). Consider the front face (f=FT) of a cell,
ABKABTd
A d
BTBId
A d
(i-1,j+1,k)
1
COEFl 8 =
4 V
(i,j+1l,k)
A BLTd )
+ I
(II.B.6)
=
TP
Ct = - t dy dz
ax f, V
K- FT RT - BK
1 Zi,j-1,kAfx + BCAf + i,,
k Af +
Vf LT + BT - TP
DAA + ZABAf + ZCDAf
at § T dx dz
f Vf
+- FT RT - BK
,1 j-lkAfy +  BCAf + Ti,jkAf +
V LT BT - TPDAAfy + ZABAf + TCDAf
-- § dx dy
az f Vf
FT RT - BKi, - , k Afz + BCAfz i, j, kA fz
V D L T  BT - TPSDA z + ZABAf + TCDA z
(II.B.7)
Similar to equations (II.B.5), the components of t located on the cell vertices of the volume are
also computed as averages of the four cells surrounding each vertex.
Appendix II-C
Cell Metrics
II.C.1 Face Areas
The definitions of subscripts and/or superscripts for the variables A (face area of
volume) and V (volume) are as follow (referring to Figure 7 for the cell faces notations):
FT = FRONT FACE OF VOLUME = ABCD
RT = RIGHT FACE OF VOLUME = BFGC
BK = BACK FACE OF VOLUME = FEHG
LT = LEFT FACE OF VOLUME = EADH
BT = BOTTOM FACE OF VOLUME = AEFB
TP = TOP FACE OF VOLUME = CGHD (II.C.1)
The variable V with one subscript means the hypothetical volume enclosing the cell
face specified by the subscript. For example, the variable with subscript BT means the
hypothetical volume enclosing the bottom cell's face. The variable V with no subscripts and no
supercripts means the volume enclosing the location (i, j, k) of interest.
The variable A with one subscript means the cell's face area of the face specified by
the subscript. Note also that this variable has three components (x-,y-, and z-direction) for
each cell's face. Each component is defined by a subscript below the subscript specifying the
cell's face of interest. The variable A with one subscript and one superscript means that the
subscript defines the cell's face enclosed by the hypothetical volume, and the superscript
defines the hypothetical cell's face of interest. A subscript is also below the subscript of A that
specifies the component of the area of interest.
An hypothetical cell volume is constructed using two volumes sharing the cell's face of
interest. The 8 nodes of the hypothetical cell are each defined by an averaging of two nodes
from the two original volumes.
For each cell's face we have three area projections in the x-, y-, and z-direction. The
approximation for the cell's face areas are done using (consider the face ABCD)
- 1
ABCD iAC X BD,
XA
XB
XD
XAC
XBD
= XAl
= XBi
= xci
= XDi
XC - XA
XD - XB
YAJ + ZA
yB + ZBk
y,3 + zck
Dk +~j
(II.C.2)
(II.C.3)
(II.C.4)
After performing the cross product in equation (II.C.2) and assembling all terms of the same
directional component, we obtain:
1 (YczD - ZCYD) - (YCZB ZCYB) -
2 (YAZD 
- ZAYD) + (YAZB- ZAYB)
1 (ZCXD- XCZD)- (ZCXB - XCZB)-
2 (ZAXD 
- XAZD) + (ZAXB 
- XAZB
1 (xcYD - YCXD) - (XCyB - YCXB)
A I
2 (XAYD 
- YAXD) + (XAYB 
- YAXB)
(II.C.5a)
(II.C.5b)
(II.C.5c)
II.C.2 Cell Volume
To compute the volume of an hexahedron, the hexahedron is decomposed twice into five
tetrahedra: (1) four originating from cell node D and one form cell node F; (2) four originating
where
from cell node F and one from cell node D. The two volumes are averaged to determine the
volume of an hexahedron [Fletcher, 1991]. Refer to Figure 7 for the cell nodes notations.
Vl
V 2
= VDABE + VDBCG + VDEGH + VDBGE + VFBEG
= VFACB + VFAEH + VFCHG + VFAHC + VDACH
(II.C.6a)
(II.C.6b)
1V = ( 1  + V2) (II.C7)
2
Each of the components in equations (II.C.6a) and (II.C.6b) are computed as follow, for example,
consider the term V FABC:
VFABC = FA * (BC X CA)
1 - A
VFABC - FA * 'ABC6
(II.C.8)
Decomposing equation (II.C.8) further, the volume a tetrahedron, FABC, becomes
1
VFABC = (XA
6
+ - (ZA
6
- XF)[(YC 
-YB)(ZA 
-ZC) - (Z -ZB)(YA 
- YC)]
- YF)[(Z - ZB)(XA - XC) - (XC XB)(ZA -ZC)]
- ZF)[(XC 
- XB)(YA 
-YC) - (Y- YB)(XA- XC)]
(II.C.9)
The remaining nine volumes in equations (II.C.6a) and (II.C.6b) are defined in same way as
outlined above.
Appendix III
Generalized Coordinates
Transformation
The generalized coordinates transformation is taken from Anderson [1984], and it is
summarized below.
III.A Two-Dimensional Transformation
The computational grid is transformed into a rectangular grid on which derivatives are
computed. The derivatives are written in terms of the coordinates of the rectangular grid as:
a
ax
+ lix a aty a
a
+ ray (III.1)
where,
1 1y = x- ;i
1
1Ix = Y;
1
By = -- x (III.2)
The equations (III.1) are then transformed back into the x-y coordinates system of the
computational grid using equations (111.2). This yields
a
ayax J 
1
J -X l + x I-) (III.3)
where,
a= X-
x
- Ys rla
i,+1,j 
- 1,j
2A
Yi+ 1 ,j Yi-,j
2 A
1
INODES - 1
xl I
Yll
Sxi,j+ 1 - xi,j- 1
2 Al
Yi,j+1 - Yj,k-1
2 An
(III.4)
(III.5)All = -
JNODES - 1
The Jacobian is defined from
J = x y11 - y4 x 1
(111.6)
III.B Three-Dimensional Transformation
The computational domain is again transformed into a rectangular grid on which the
derivatives are determined.
rectangular grid as
The derivatives are written in terms of the coordinates of the
a
az
= -x=x
= -z
z
a+1 -x T
a
+ 1 
-
a
+I t a
a
+ x
a
+ Cy
+ C, (III.7)
where
4x= j Yny
lix =J(YCzj
=xj(YZ - Yqz ); y
- ylizj); y
= -J(x z
= J(xSz
= -J (xtzl
- xz); z = J(X,9YC
-J(xy
x-Z; Z (= J(xy 
-IIy .)
(111.8)
Then, the results are transformed back into the x-y coordinates system of the computational
grid by substituting equations (111.8) into equations (111.7), where
- xCyl )
- xCy4
- xz ) ; 1Z =
x.
x,
x T1
Xi+l,j,k - Xi-l,j, k
Xi,j+l,k - Xi,j-l, k
x i,j,k+ 1 - Xi,j,k-1xS (111.9)
and similarly for the derivatives (y , y, Y ) and (z , zl , z1). Futhermore, the Jacobian
is determined from
1
J = , (III.10)
[x(ynzc - ycz)- xn(y z - yz )+ x ( z1- y 11 z
In equations (11.9), use
1
ATJ = IJNODES - 1
1
KNODES - 1
1
INODES - 1
(III.11)
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Figure 13a: Disturbance vorticity contours at time T
Figure 13b: Disturbance vorticity contours at time T + 0.2To
Figure 13c: Disturbance vorticity contours at time T + 0.4To
Figure 13d: Disturbance vorticity contours at time T + 0.6To
Figure 13e: Disturbance vorticity contours at time T + 0.8To
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Figure 14: Steady static pressure
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Figure 15a: Unsteady static pressure at time T
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Figure 15b: Unsteady static pressure at time T + 0.2To
90
Figure 15c: Unsteady static pressure at time T + 0.4To
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Figure 15d: Unsteady static pressure at time T + 0.6To
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Figure 15e: Unsteady static pressure at time T + 0.8To
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Figure 16: Eppler blade passages in X-Y cross-section
Figure 17: Drift times in X-Y plane
Figure 18a: Disturbance Z-vorticity contours in X-Y plane at z=0, time T
Figure 18b: Disturbance Z-vorticity contours in X-Y plane at z=0.25 L, time T
Figure 18c: Disturbance Z-vorticity contours in X-Y plane at z=0.50 L, time T
Figure 18d: Disturbance Z-vorticity contours in X-Y plane at z=0.75 L, time T
Figure 18e: Disturbance Z-vorticity contours in X-Y plane at z=L, time T
Figure 19a: Disturbance Z-vorticity contours in X-Y plane at z=0, time T + 0.5To
Figure 19b: Disturbance Z-vorticity contours in X-Y plane at z=0.25 L, time T + 0.5To
Figure 19c: Disturbance Z-vorticity contours in X-Y plane at z=0.50 L, time T + 0.5To
Figure 19d: Disturbance Z-vorticity contours in X-Y plane at z=0.75 L, time T + 0.5To
Figure 19e: Disturbance Z-vorticity contours in X-Y plane at z=L, time T + 0.5To
Figure 20: Steady static pressure
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Figure 21: Unsteady static pressure, time T
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Figure 22: Unsteady static pressure, time T + 0.5To
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